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Summary

The application of Gumbel's extreme value theory in the analysis and prediction of
excessive water discharges/floods which are also known asexceedances has been sub
ject of numerous investigations by many authors. Todorovic and Zelenhasic [16]
developed more reasonable theory in theform of distribution of maximum and mini
mum exceedances. The application ofthese distributions toflood phenomena repre
sent an improvement over Gumbel's classical theory in univariate case for partial
duration data. In the present investigation the distribution for maximum and minimum
exceedances are derived in bivariate case which will be more suitable in practical
situation in comparison to distributions given by Sibuya [8] Gumbel and Goldstein
[3], Gumbel and Mustafi [4], Nair [7] and Tiago de Oliveira [13, 14], The suitability of
bivariate distribution is illustrated by using the data ofwater discharges for a partial
duration series from 1948 to 1977 ofriver Narmada at two stations, i.e. Mortakka and
Gardeshwar. A fairly good agreement between theeretical and observed results is
seen.

Key Words Extremes, Floods, Exceedances, Fourier series. Return period. Medial
correlation.

Introduction

The analysis and prediction of excessive water discharges (floods) have
been subject of numerous investigations by many authors. The common
approach to these problems consists of either applying Gumbel's distri
bution or selecting a flood frequency distribution function based on the

•Presented at the 43rd annual conference of the Society held at HAU Hisar
December, 1989.
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criterion of'best curve fit' to the observed largest water discharge values
at a lapes of time. The criterion of 'best curve fit' seems somewhat adhoc
on physical grounds and more cumbersome. Also the application of
Gumbel's extreme value distribution is based on the following two
assumptions.

0) The sequence of daily water discharge values ofwhole year forms a
sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables;

(ii) These random variables are assumed to have a distribution with
an exponential tail.

For the limitations of physical basis ofthese assumptions the Gumbel
[1] statement is quoted as :

"It must be admitted that the good fit cannot be foreseen from the
theory which is based on three assumptions :

(i) the distribution of daily discharges is of exponential type;
(ii) n = 365 is sufficiently large; (iii) the daily observations are indep
endent.

Assumption (i) cannot be checked since the analytic form of the dis
tribution of daily water discharge values is unknown. » = 365 is not
sufficiently large number for the convergence ofa distribution function
to the Gumbel extreme value distribution. The third assumption defini
tely does not hold as the daily observations are in general not indepen
dent.

On the basis of ?his criticism by Gumbel one cansay thatmathematical
assumptions underlying the classical extreme value theory may not
always be applicable to a water discharge series. If the time interval of
interest is less than a year which is often the case in most countries under
the influence of monsoon, then the use of an aspmptotic distribution
function can hardly be justified in the light of above criticism of the
application of asymptotic theory. This criticism points out the need to
develop a theory that is physically more meaningful for flood frequency
analysis than the,classical extreme value theory.
- The first attempt to develop such a theory from the properties of
stream flow (rather than to explain the properties of stream flow from
such a theory) is that of Todorovic and his coworkers. Their formulism
is based on the partial duration series of water discharges. These results
were successfully applied for the analysis of partial duration water dis
charge series by Zelenhasic [20], Todorovic and Rouselle [18], Todorovic
and Woolhiser [19]. Gupta et al: [5] and Singh [10, 11].
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been done in theory of extreme values for

ture ™
annliM t o°al random variables. However, in problems of
Srfi Tl information on some other
S T dependent on the variable of interest without mucheflforts and cost. Keeping in view these points, the distribution of num-
ber of exceedances which is abivariate Poisson distribution with time
dependent intensity functions of minimum and maximum exceedances
18 presented m Section 3. The distribution functions of maximum and
minimum exceedances are presented in Section 4. The results of Todoro-
yic and his cowoikers are reviewed in Section 2. The results are applied
othe water discharge series of river Narmada at two points (stations)I.e., Mortakka and Gardeshwar and discussed in Section 5. The data

refer to the period 1948 to 1977 for a partial duration series (starting
from 1st July to October 28) for every year. Tho expected numbers of
these exceedances in a fixed time interval for both the stations were ex
pressed by a Fourier expansion.

2. Distribution Function ofExceedances in Univarlable case

•t. utilizes a stochastic model to describe and predictthe behaviour of floods. He starts with astochastic process X{t) defined
as the highest magnitude of random variable (maximum water discharge
man interval of time (0, t). Since the number of flood peak discharges
m (0, f) exceeding a certain level Xa and the magnitude of these peaks
are random variables, the foregoing stochastic model seems to conform
well to rhe flood phenomenon.

Let e,'s be the the flood peak values that exceed a suitable chosen
base level ^0 without being less than a:, and Z, = Qi - Xa. Call Zi as
the magnitude of the z-th exceedance.
^^The distribution function of supremum and infimum of Z/s are given

Ft, (x) = EP [Sup Zj < x/ri (r)]

^ (I)

Ft, ix) = ^P[InfZi< xh (t)]
T (/c) = t

Where v) (f) is tha number ofexceedances over ;cn in the time interval
(0, t). It is a non-decreasing function of time and assumes values
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0, 1, 2 And T{k) is the time of /c-th exceedance. Todorovic and
Zelenhasic [16] assumed that these exceedances are governed by a Pois-
lon process which has a time dependent intensity function. Expectation
of (1) and (2) is given by

P*.(s) = P [SupZfc ^xnEl>]
0 < fc < n (3)

and

Ft, {x)=l - P [Inf Zi <xnE'n] (4)
0 < fc < n

Under the assumptions that (i) the sequence of Zi's is a sequence of
independent random variables with common distribution function F (*)
and (ii) the number of exceedances y) (t) are independent of their magni
tude Zs, the distribution functions (3) and (4) can be written as

Fu(x)= S [fW]\P(£J) (5)
w = 0

F„{x) = 1 - S [1^ Fix)]^ P(E!,) . . (6)
n = 1

Where P is the probability that n event will occur in (0, 0- Sub
stituting the probability of Poisson process for P (E^) one can get

F,.(;c) = exp(- K(f))(l -n^)) (7)

. Ft, ix) = 1 + exp {V (t) - exp (F (0) F W) (8)

If the magnitudes of exceedances are exponentially distributed with
distribution function.

Fix) = 1 - e-"" ; a = 0, ;c > 0 (9)

then the distribution function Sup Zj, is given by

Ft, (.x) = exp (F (t) e""®); k > 0, x > 0 (10)
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It may be noted that thefunctional form of(10) is similar to Gumbel's
extreme value distribution function. However, Gumbel's distribution is
an asymptotic expression whereas the expression (10) represents an exact
(non asymptotic) expression governed by Poisson process of independent
identically distributed exponential random variables. This express on is
also used implicitly by Sibuya [9] to generate exponential random num
bers.

3. Distribution Function of Number of Exceedances in Bivariate Case

LetZ(0 and Y(t) be defined as the highest magnitude of two
random variables (maximum water discharge) in an interval of time (0, t).
We denote by t (k) and t (/) the times that elapsed before the i-th and
/-th exceedance occurred in Z(0 and 7 (/) variables respectively It is
assumed that r (0) = 0 for both the events.

The time t (k) and t (/) in (0, t) are random variables. In addition these
are continuous and dependent on each other. The time T(/fc) and t (/)
satisfy the conditions.

0 < T(/C) < T(A: + 1), 0 < T(/) < T(/ + I) (11)

Let us denote by Zj and Qi, the magnitude of the kth. and /-th exceed
ances in X{t) and Y (/) respectively which exceed suitably chosen
fixed base levels, And also assume Z, = 0, 0, = 0. The expression for
the distribution function ofnumber ofexceedances for JT (i) and Y(t) is
derived as follows.

Let us again define an event

W < ^< T(fc + 1), T(/)< r < , (/+ 1)] (J2)

Obviously n ^ fox k, I ^ m, n.

and U E'ifj = Q where E'̂ '̂ defines k exceedances in X(t) and /

exceedances in Y(f) in time interval (0, t).

By virtue of (12) we have

P (Eij) = /> (t (k) < f, T(/) < 0 —-P (k) < r, T(/ + I) < 0

- P (t (A: + 1) < r, T (/) < t)

+ i>(-v (/C + 1) < T(/+1) < r) (13)
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Now in order to derive an expression for the probabilities P
let V) (0 and P(/) be the number of exceedances in the time interval (0, t)
for Xand y respectively. Then for all r> 0 and Ar> 0

ri (0 < vi(r + AO.

The possibilities accounting for exceedances in two variables are
enumerated below.

(i) [^-(0 > ;Co, I'U) < ni. 00 [^(0 > *0 .Y{t)> Fo],
(iii) [Ar(n< *9.1^(0 > i'.]

where Xo and Yo are suitably chosen constants.
The corresponding probabilities can be derived as follows. Suppose

that in time interval (0, t), k and / exceedances had already occurred in
X{t) and Y{t) respectively, we denote by V-k,i (0, (Othe
probabilities corresponding to three events of (15) that is in short inter
val (r, t + Ar) an exceedance will occur either in X{t) or in Y(/) or in
both.

y.^,,{t) = LmP
t, < + A f: f, / + A/

E
. k + I, t

A r

f, / + A r ; /, / + A /
I -

k + l.l
where E 7] (/ + A 0 —>1 (/) = 1

P(f + A 0 -P(0 = 0 (16)

i.e. one exceedance occurs in X(f) with no exceedance in Y(t). Similarly
for the second e;vent we have probability

vft,(0= Lim P
A/-»0

r f, / + Ar ; r + Ar
E

L fc,/ +1
A t

4'.', J

r, f + A /; /, + A /

'k.i + i
where E Y) (< + A 0 - n(0 = 0,

p (< + A/) - p (0 = 1 (17)
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and finally the probability for the third event is

A*,; (0 = Lim P
Ar^O

r t, t + & t ; t, t + At t, t •
E E

L A:+l,/+i k,l-^
A t

where E
/, / + A/ ; r, / + i / p

yi(t + At) - V) (0 = 1

P (< + A 0 P (0 = 1

A: + 1, / + 1

(18)

The probabilities P (Elj) satisfy a system ofdifferential equations
which may be derived by considering the event and their associated con
ditional probabilities. Using the arguments of a stochastic process we get
the following differential equation.

dP = Xit) P + [X (0p j + V(r) />

- [A (/) + !Ji (/) + V(0] P ]

where, (f), '̂ uM = »(/), ^^,,(0 = ACO- (19)

It is assumed that the intensity functions are independent ofK and I,
in some relevant cases ofthe application ofthis theory for example water
discharge/flood analysis. The generating function ofequation (19) is
given by '

P (Ji, su t) = exp (ji jj - 1) fT (f) + (^1 - 1) (t) + (s, - 1) F (t)

/ rwhere W{t) = ^A(,) dt; U\t) = J [x (j) dt; K(0 = f v(r) dt. (20)
0 0 0

The expression (20) is identified by Martiz [6] as the probability
generating function of bivariate Poisson distribution with parameters W(t),
£/(f) and F (0. Now the P (£''̂ '[,) corresponding to generating function
2(0) can be wri;ien as

P - expi- (UXt) + V(t) + W(t)) ~
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A [w{t)r
^ fl*" 6*" r! ' V

r == 0

where a = (U {t) - W{t)) > 0. b =.(P' (0 - W (t)) > 0

(fc) '̂ = K{k-I) (/c —r + /) and s = min (/c, /) (21)

4. Distribution Function of (Sup Zs, Sup 6j) and (Inf Zs, Inf Bj)

In this section the joint distribution function of two extremes of two
dependent sequences of exceedances is derived. The number of these
exceedances for the sequences Zfc'° and 9/ will be taken n and m respec- .
tively. These exceedances can occur in three ways as given in (15). The
bivariate distribution function of (Sup Z/j, Sup 6t) and (Inf Zs. Inf 9i)
are given in the following theorems.

Theorem 4.1. If the sequences of random variables satisfy the two assu
mptions of Section 2, then theJoint distribution function of maximum of
two dependent sequences is given by

Ft. ix,y) = Exp{-Uit)-V (/) +W{t) + W (/) F <,x, y)

+ (C/CO - W{t)) F(x) + (V(t) - WO)) F{y)) (22)

Proof: The joint distribution function Fu (x, y) of the maximum of two
dependent sequences is derived as the mathematical expectation of the
following conditional probability

P [ Sup Zk ^ x. Sup 0( < >' / -n (0, P (t)] (23)
T(A:X/ T(/)< f

The expression for Ft, (x, y) is

Fu (x, y) = E[P[ Sup Zj, < Sup < y]h (t), ^ (r)]
T (fc) < r T(fc) < /

V V ^ [ Sup Zi < ;c, Sup 9j < n P (E'i) (24)
^ Zj 0 <k < n Q<1 <, m

n B 0 m •= 0
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Under the assumptions ofSection 2 the expression (24) can be written
as

G» m

II =0 m = 0

(25)

Taking into consideration the three situations in which three exceeda*
noes in two variables occur, the expression for

min (m,n)

P < X, Sup 01 < ;^] = S^ [F (x, y)Y [F (x)]'-' [F(>.)]'"-r
(26)

where r is the number of excesdances when the exceedance in both the
sequences occurs. Substituting (26) and (21) in (25) we obtain

•» <• min (m,n)
Ft. ix,y)=: •Z S S [F (x, y)Y [F(;e)]n-f [F (;>;)]•»-'

« = 0 fTisQ r = 0

exp[- Uit) -Vit)+ W{t)]

min (m, n)

0

[£/•(/)- W(t)]" [V{t)~ W(t)r
nl ml

iiiu n)

V [w{t)r
reo r\

^ , .
[U{t)~w (r)]' T^(0 - W(t)]'

Interchanging and re-arranging the summations and the limits in (27)
we obtain

Ft, (x, y) = exp

OD

- U(t) —V(t)+ W{t)] ^ ^^0)F(x, y)]
J r= 0

V [t^(0 - w (t)) F (x)]'-'- ^ [y (t) ~ W0)) F (y)r-''
^ (n - r)! 2, {nt -1)!{m — t)!

m = r

(28)
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= exp (- U{t)-V (0 + W(/)) exp {W\t) F (x, y))

exp ((U(t)-W(f)) F (x)). exp ((V{t)-W (/))F (y))

= exp(— 17(0 - VO) + Wit) + JV(t) F(x.y)

+ (U(t)- fV(0) F{x) + (V(t)- Wit)) Fiy)))
(29)

The distribution function (29) satisfies the properties of distribution
function and we can get marginals from it as follows

Fu ix, oo) = exp(- U(r) (1 —Fix))

and

Ft, (oo, y) = exp (- Vit) (1 — F (><))

Throrbm 4,2. The jointdistribution function Fu (x, y) of minimum
observations of two dependent sequences is given by

Fu (jc, y)= \ + exp i-U it)) - exp (-C^ it) H - P ix))

+ exp i-Vit)) - exp i-V it) (1 - P iy)) - exp (- U(0

- F(0 + W'O)) + exp((-t^(r) - K(0 + »'«)

+ Wit) p (*, :>')) + P (y) iV it) - Wit)l +P (x) iu(0

- Wit)) (30)

wherePix) = 1 - F(:«), P(y) = 1 -Fiy),
V .

P (x.y) = 1 - P(*) - Fiy) + Fix.y)

Proo/:—Same as in Theorem 4.1.

As Zfc and Oi are exponentially distributed, therefore, their joint
' bivariate distribution function should be a bivariate exponential distribu

tion. As it is well known that infinite number of distribution functions
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can exist corresponding to given marginals then question arises, what
should be the form of bivariate exponential distribution function F (;c, jv).
The selection of bivariate distribution function depends much upon
the estimation ofits parameters with the help of given data. Due to
complicacy of calculations it is not easy to find out the estimate for
dependence and other parameters for all the bivariate distribution func
tions. It can be done only by relating (22) and (30) to different correla
tion coefficients or by the method of quadrants. On the basis of calcula
tions for the estimation of dependence parameters, it is observed that
Gumbel type II distribution, due to Gumbel [2], is an appropriate form
for F{X, y) in (30). Substituting F(x), F (y) and F(x, y) in (30) Ft. (x.y)

Pit {x, ;>) —exp i~U (t) exp (—x) —V(/) exp (—aj y)

+ W(t) exp (- ((a, Z)*" + (#2 y)"") !/•»)) (31)

and its marginals are

Fts (x) = exp (-£/•(/) exp (-a^ Z))

Fh (y) = exp (- F (0 exp y))

where mis the dependence parameter and and are the exponential
distribution parameters.

It is worthwhile to mention that the functional form ofthe distribution
function (31) is similar to the asymptotic bivariate extreme value distri
bution given by Gumbel and Mustafi [4],

5, Illustration

The application of the distribution function (31) for the data of water
discharge of river Narmada at Mortakka and Gardeshwar is considered.
Data are taken only for a partial duration series starting from July 1st
to October 28 for every year at both the stations during the period 1948
to 1977. The expression (31) indicates that the estimation and prediction
of floods is possible through it, if one has the estimate of (/(t), the
average number ofexceedances in (0, t) at Mortakka (x), V(t) the aver
age number of exceedances in (0, t) at Gardeshwar (y) and W(t) the
average number ofexceedances in (0, t) at both Mortakka (a:) and Gar
deshwar (;;). The estimation ofparameters ofexponential distribution
functions F (x), F (y) and F (x, y) is also required.
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5.1 Estimation of U (t), V it) and Wit)

The partial duration series of water discharges values is divided into ^
eight equal intervals of fifteen days period for every year. The base levels
jCo andyo are taken as 150,000 c.fiS. (cubic feet per second) for both the
stations and only isolated, water discharges greater than 150,000 c.f.s.
were taken into consideration. Zelenhasic [2] had expressed the average
number of exceedances as a finite Fourier series based on the analysis of
data. Using the same method, the expressions for V(t), Uit) and JVit),
the expected number ofexceedances at Mortakka and Gardeshwar and
at both are as follows :

Uit)= - 5.2142856 + 14,0396824 t + 6.5357143 t'

-7 0.6944444 t' — 0.0181075 cos 45 t

- 0.0106729 sin 45 / + 0.0238095 cos 90 t

+ 0.0583746 sin 135 t + 0.0111111 (-1)'

+ 0.0738095 sin 90 t + 0.0554091 cos 135 t (32)

Vit)= - i.5000000 + 5.7871573 t + 7.5259740

- OJ3m31 t' - 0.0157369 cos 45 t

— 0.0110213 sin 45 t + 0.0113997 cos 90 t

+ 0.0838383 sin 90 t + 0.0648711 cos 135 t

+ 0.0288776 sin 135 t + 0.0086580 (-1)' (33)

Wit)= - 5.2142856 t + 14.0396824 t

+ 6.5957143 t* - 0.6944444 t*

— 0.0181075 sin 45 t + 0.0106728 cos 45 r

+ 0.0238095 sin 90 t + 0.0738095 cos 90 t

+ 0.0583746 sin 135 t + 0.0554091 cos 135 t

+ 0.0106301 (-1)«. (34)
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5.2 Estimate of a^, a.^

The next step is to evaluate the parameter Kg of (31). The para
meters aj and ag are estimated by the well known method of maximum
likelihood method and presented in Table. 3.1.

TABLE 5.1

Station a = (£ (Zs))-i

Mortakka (aj) 241037.93 4.1487246 x lO"®
Gardeshwar (ag) 343391.88 2.9121247 X 10-6

The marginal distribution functions (31) can be calculated now for
the dififerent values of ^ and y. The observed and corresponding theore-
ticaUistribution functions of the flood peak exceedances are presented
m Fig. I and 2. The distribution functions ofthe largest flood exceed
ances for both stations are presented in Fig. 3 and 4. Afairly good
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Fig. 1. Observed and Theoretical Distribution Functions of Exccedanees for the
Narmada River at Mortakka for 120 Days Period
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Fig. 2. Observed and Theoretical Distribution Functions of Exceedanc«s for th#
Narinada River at Gardeshwar for 120 days Period
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Fig; 3. Observed and Theoretical Distribution Functions of the Majdmum Flood Peak
Exceedances for the Narmada River at Mortakka
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agreement between theoretical and observed results is seen. However,
return period of a particular value can be calculated by the formula
rw = (1 - F(x))-^

5.3 Estimate of Dependence Parameter (m)

The dependence parameter'm' may be estimated by relating it to the
medial correlation coeflBcient. The medial correlation coeflBcient (v) can
be expressed in the form of bivariate distribution function F (x, y) and
its marginals F (x) and F (y) as follows :

v= {Fix^y)- F(x)F(y) (35)

where a: and are the medians. After substi-uting the value of distribu
tion functions in the expression (5.4) we have

Ft, (jf, >") = 4[1 -e -»'• - e + exp —((a, x)"" +(a, yf) i/"*]-!
(36)

One can find out the value of v corresponding to each value of b
= (I/w) after substituting the values of ««, x and y in(36).The values
of je and y are 173004.50 and 243313.00 c.f.s. (cubicfeet/second) respec
tively and the values of «i and «a are substituted from Table 5.1.

After estimating all the constants in (36) the values of v corresponding
to different values of b are calculated and presented in Table 5.2.

TABLE 5.2.

The value ofdependence parameter Medial correlation coefficient
W-l/ffi

1.0 0.039966
0.9 0.113625
0.8 0.234780
0.7 0.334973
0.6 0.436276
0,5 0.538144
o'.4 0.640075
0 3 0.741542
0.2 0.842173
O.I 0.941486

The next step is to calculate the value of v, the medial correlation
coefficient which is given by v = Idfn —1 by using graphical procedure.
Here n = total no. of points which are plotted in a scatter diagram as
given in Fig. 5and </ = the total number of points in positive quadrant
and its opposite quardant. From Fig. 5 we note thatn =118 and d =86
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hence v = (171/118) - 1 = 1.457627 - 1 = 0.457627. Now Table
5.2 can be used to interpolate b for the above value of v. The corres- _
ponding 'b' comes to be 0.557 (approximately).

5.4 Return Period in Bivariate Case

The return period in bivariate case is defined by

T ix, y) = IIP (Y^x,Y^y) (37) ;

Using the estimates of ai, a^, U(t), V (i), W (t), m and F,, (a;), Fu (y) . '
and Fu {x, y) in (37) the return period is calculated for some value of f
X and y and entered in Table 5.3. i

Table 5.3 (
)

Water discharge Return period Water discharge Return period
(c.f.s.) . (years) {c.f.s.) (years) '

100,000 1.0417 800,000 8.9438

200,000 1.1373 900,000 14.7245

"300,000 1.3453 1000,000 24.6090

400,000 1.7340 1100,000- 41.5037

500 000 2.4143 1200,000 70.3229

600,000 3.5785 1300,000 119.2733

700,000, 5.5614 1400,000 205.9858

6. Conclasions

A fairly good agreement between theoretical and observed results is
observed in case of estimation of exceedances and fitting of distribution
functions of exceedances. The distribution function (31) is an exact
expression and can be used for prediction of water discharges at one
location if the water discharge of other is known. If two variables of
study are water discharge and water level, then the knowledge of one can
be utilized to predict the other.
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